Image fusion aims to merge two or more images captured via various sensors of the same scene to construct a more informative image by integrating their details. Generally, such integration is achieved through the manipulation of the representations of the images concerned. Sparse representation plays an important role in the effective description of images, offering a great potential in a variety of image processing tasks, including image fusion. Supported by sparse representation, in this paper, an approach for image fusion by the use of a novel dictionary learning scheme is proposed. The non-local self-similarity property of the images is exploited, not only at the stage of learning the underlying description dictionary but during the process of image fusion. In particular, the property of non-local self-similarity is combined with traditional sparse dictionary [1], resulting in an improved learned dictionary, that is hereafter referred to as the non-local sparse K-SVD (NL_SK_SVD) dictionary. The performance of the NL_SK_SVD dictionary is applied for image fusion using simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit. The proposed approach is evaluated with different types of image, and compared with a number of alternative image fusion techniques. The resultant superior fused images using the present approach demonstrates the efficacy of the NL_SK_SVD dictionary in sparse image representation.
INTRODUCTION
The development of photography capture devices has resulted in various types of image that focuses on different scene properties. Brightness, color, temperature, distance, and other information may be represented in individual images. Image fusion is the process of integrating information contained within two or more images regarding a common scene into a single composite image that is more informative and suitable for human visual perception or subsequent computer processing [2] . For instance, visible images detail the spectral and spatial information in a particular scene. However, if the color and brightness of an object concerned are different from the background only slightly, it can be difficult to recognize the object visually, whereas infrared radiation (IR) images captured over the object may help to provide a precise representation of the target. Hence, the fusion of visible and IR images can present more information for both human inspection and computer-based image analysis with one integrated image [3] . Indeed, image fusion has recently been utilized as effective tools in object recognition [4] , remote sensing [5] , target tracking [6] , surveillance [7] , and defense applications that require the use of multiple images of a scene.
Image fusion algorithms can be categorized with respect to different levels of integration, including low, mid and high levels, which are respectively referred to as pixel, feature and symbolic levels [2] . A pixel-wise image fusion algorithm straightforward operates on individual pixels, and a great majority of image fusion schemes developed to date fall into this category. Higher levels of the fusion process are guided by intelligent analysis of the source images, performed in terms of fusion of objects and/or features instead of individual pixels.
Different approaches have been proposed to address the problem of pixel-wise image fusion. Existing work can be summarized into three groups: 1) spatial domain-based, 2) transform domain-based and 3) multi-resolution analysis-based. These approaches are briefly described below. Spatial domain-based methods, which are also known as component substitution-based [8] , carry out fusion of image pixels in terms of particular decomposition and representation of image components. Methods developed on the basis of intensity-huesaturation (IHS) transform [9] or Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [10] are the commonly used representatives of such techniques, especially for panchromatic (PAN) image and multispectral image fusion. The important advantage of these methods is that they can focus on image areas of interest, but they may be less capable in dealing with the change of such areas. Transform domain-based algorithms [11] create a fused image globally through pixel-level fusion locally. In particular, to change a single coefficient in such a fused image, the whole neighborhood of an image pixel in the spatial domain may change, which may therefore, unfortunately lead to undesirable side-effects [2] .
Multi-resolution analysis is a more popular strategy in pixel-wise image fusion. In such schemes, wavelet transforms can be used to fuse images. Typical representatives include wavelet transform [12] and dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) [13] . These techniques have been used in many successful image fusion applications [12] . However, since different wavelets normally represent different characteristics of a given image (e.g., lines and textures), use of a single wavelet transform may be restrictive.
In addition to aforementioned approaches, visual attention-based or saliency-based techniques are also applied in image fusion in light of human psychological observations [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . These approaches attempt to reflect the significance of human visual attentions in performing image fusion, assuming that the fusion is to pursue an integration of visual information in the first place. They are able to preserve the full content value and retain the visual meaningful features more accurately. A particular successful mechanism is to employ saliency measures of wavelet transform coefficients, improving the performance of image fusion significantly [16] . However, this method would require wavelet decomposition to be carried out first. In addition, a number of existing fusion schemes following the visual attention-based or saliency-based approach may work well only when properties of monotonicity and heterogeneity are satisfied, thereby restricting their otherwise wide range of utility.
Different from these approaches, sparse representation (SR) techniques offer a new solution for image fusion. The general framework following this approach [19] [20] can be outlined as follows: Firstly, the two or more source images are divided into patches using a certain 'sliding window' in respect of the corresponding position of each source image, with the resulting patches represented as vectors. Then, the vectors are encoded with coefficients by decomposition in terms of the atomic vectors in a given dictionary. Next, fused coefficients are computed using the sparse coefficients of each source image with regard to a certain integration rule. Finally, integrated vectors are computed by multiplying the fused coefficients by the dictionary, and then the fusion image is constructed in relation to the composite patch, which is derived from such vectors.
Most existing work in this area concentrates on the dictionary used for sparse representation and the fusion rule for integrating images. Representative dictionaries are of two types: analytic dictionary and trained dictionary, in support of the process of sparse decomposition [1] . Rather than using analytic dictionary (e.g., the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) dictionary), a number of techniques [8] [21] [22] [23] focus on the dictionary learning in order to improve the ability of sparse representation, typically for applications such as medical image fusion and remote sensing image fusion. The sparse coefficients of source images are combined to form the fused coefficient, where the popular choose-absolute-maximum rule (max-abs) [12] is often adopted. There have been alternative fusion rules [23] [24] [25] proposed to combine the coefficients in an attempt to exploit and integrate more information from source images, but this is beyond the scope of the present work.
In this paper, an image fusion scheme in sparse representation is proposed using a novel learning dictionary, through the exploitation of the non-local self-similarity property of images. This property has been utilized in image denoising and restoration previously [26] [27] . However, no prior work has been reported that make explicit use of image self-similarities in dictionary training and image fusion. The performance of the proposed approach is evaluated in comparison with a number of state-of-the-art techniques and over a range of images, demonstrating that its potential in achieving improved image fusion results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of related work in sparse representation (SR) for image fusion, including a brief description of SR and dictionary learning, and of the property of non-local self-similarity. Section 3 presents the proposed image fusion scheme with a novel learned dictionary. Section 4 details the experimental results and performance analysis. Section 5 concludes the paper, including a discussion of further research.
RELATED WORK
This section presents relevant background work, including basic concepts of sparse representation, dictionary and dictionary learning, and the property of non-local self-similarity in images.
A. Sparse representation
Sparse representation of signals has resulted in significant development in signal processing techniques. It has also found success in applications to image processing since images are simply twodimensional signals [28] . Following this approach, without losing generality, n×n-sized image blocks are utilized when sparse representation is employed, rather than the whole image, where n is a much smaller number than the size of a given image. Let represents the random noise with bounded energy, 2 e ε ≤ . The sparsity of the coefficients indicates that there are only a small number of nonzero entries in the vector α . That is, as few atoms as possible are used to represent the original image. Often the size of the dictionary D is required to be N>n , implying that the dictionary is of redundant or over-complete information. The target of sparse decomposition is to best represent the transformed vector using the over-complete dictionary D and the sparse coefficient α . In particular, the ideal, sparsest α is sought, which may be obtained through the following optimization: 
where 0 ⋅ is the 0 L norm counting the number of nonzero entries in the vector and 0 δ ≥ is a preset error tolerance. There are two significant parts that play an important role in sparse decomposition. One is the method for solving the above optimization problem. In general, it is a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) problem, thus, two groups of suboptimal algorithms that approximate the optimization solution have been developed: 1) matching pursuit, which is a type of greedy algorithm, represented by methods such as Matching Pursuit (MP) [29] and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [30] ; and 2) relaxation, represented by methods such as Basic Pursuit (BP) [31] and FOcal Underdetermined System Solver (FOCUSS) [32] .
The construction of dictionary is another key to improving the performance of sparse representation. As mentioned previously, the representative dictionaries are analytic dictionary and trained dictionary in the process of sparse decomposition [1] . An analytic dictionary is built upon mathematical modeling of data, e.g., via curvelet transform or contourlet transform [1] . Dictionary training is a much more recent approach to dictionary design. It has been strongly influenced by the latest advances in sparse representation theory itself. Two typical training algorithms for learning dictionary are: Method of Optimal Directions (MOD) [33] and K-SVD [34] . Compared to analytic dictionaries, trained dictionaries have proven to be able to produce state-of-the-art results in many practical image processing applications [1] .
B. Dictionary learning
Both routes for dictionary construction in the process of sparse representation have their respective strengths and weaknesses [35] . In particular, an analytic dictionary presents a formulated mathematical model of the given data, which is highly structured and entails fast numerical implementation, but unfortunately lacks adaptability. Opposite to this, a trained dictionary from a set of examples is adaptable, although this is achieved at the expense of generating an unstructured dictionary, which can be computationally more costly to apply.
The sparse dictionary [1] proposed in [35] may be seen as another learning based dictionary in general. However, as one of the parametric training methods, which combines analytic dictionary and trained dictionary, it is a hybrid technique that helps bridge the gap between these two approaches. As such, it gains the benefits of both. Specific strengths include low complexity, compact representation, and stability under noise and reduced overfitting, leading to a simple and flexible dictionary representation which is both adaptive and efficient [35] .
More concretely, the goal of learning sparse dictionary is to decompose a trained dictionary on a fixed analytic dictionary, with the latter named a base dictionary hereafter. The following optimization problem needs to be solved:
where X is the set of training examples, Φ is the base dictionary, A is the sparse dictionary representation, and Γ is the sparse representation of training samples such that X A ≈ Φ Γ . In the constraining conditions, , p t are the target atom sparsity and target training samples sparsity, respectively.
A seemingly straightforward approach is to sparse-code the atoms of the learned dictionary 0 D in the base dictionary Φ to obtain
However, this naive approach is suboptimal; only when the base dictionary Φ is sufficiently compatible with 0 D , the representation in A may be sparse.
Having recognized this, a K-SVD-like learning scheme is proposed [35] to train the sparse dictionary from examples, which is hereafter termed Sparse K-SVD algorithm (SK-SVD). In the process of training a sparse dictionary, the basic framework of K-SVD algorithm is utilized. Briefly, there are the two key steps: 1) sparse-coding for each samples in the training set, and 2) dictionary-updating for each representation in A and Γ . These steps alternate for a predefined number of iterations. A detailed description of the SK-SVD algorithm can be found in [35] and hence, is omitted here.
In addition to compact expression and fast implementation, the parameterization of a sparse dictionary helps improve generalization and reduce the training set size. As a result, the training method can be applied to learn larger dictionaries than the MOD or K-SVD, thereby beneficial for dealing with large image blocks [1] .
C. Non-local self-similarity in images
In sparse representation of images, a source image is partitioned into patches using a 'sliding window', which partially overlap with one another. These patches are utilized to learn sparse dictionary and image decomposition. This is in order to reduce the computational complexity whilst relaxing the requirement of data storage. However, there may exist a great amount of similarity and hence redundancy between patches that are extracted from one single image. Also, similarity may exist between not only local patches in a certain neighborhood but non-local patches within the entire image, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Interestingly, the self-similarity contained in non-local patches can be extracted and such information has been utilized in a number of different image processing problems in recent years. The original application was for image denoising [26] , where the denoised value for a pixel i is a weighted average of all points whose Gaussian neighborhood looks like the neighborhood of i . Note that the weight of pixel i in connection with another pixel depends on the similarity between them, which is related to the similarity of the intensity gray levels between the two neighboring patches. This means that the nonlocal means not only compares the grey level in a single point but also the geometrical configuration in a whole neighborhood.
The combination of image self-similarity and sparse representation has been put forward as a novel strategy for image processing tasks. In particular, the BM3D procedure [36] exploits both self-similarities and sparsity for image denoising, but it is based on classical, fixed orthogonal dictionaries. The learned dictionary is first used with the corresponding models of image self-similarities for image reconstruction [27] , which makes it possible to effectively restore raw images from digital cameras at a reasonable speed and memory cost. Through the use of non-local means self-similarities in natural images are utilized to average out the noise among similar patches. A great deal of further effort has also been made to improve the noise-removal performance by the use of non-local self-similarity [37] [38] .
Inspired by the above observation, in this paper, an image fusion approach using sparse representation techniques is proposed, with a focus on learning dictionary for SR. In particular, a sparse K-SVD dictionary trained with the property of image non-local self-similarity, named non-local sparse K-SVD dictionary, is addressed below.
IMAGE FUSION WITH NON-LOCAL SPARSE K-SVD DICTIONARY
In this work, the property of non-local self-similarity is applied both in the process of learning dictionary, and at the stage of image fusion. The proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 2 .
A. Training sample selection
In order to make full use of the non-local self-similarity property, it is necessary to identify similar patches of each training sample image. For a given patch, similar patches can be computed using Euclidean distance metric. Training samples for a learning dictionary are then reconstructed with the original one and its similar patches, where the training samples are built as outlined in Fig. 3 . To obtain the non-local self-similarity training samples, a certain number of, say m , rectangular patches are first selected randomly, each of which is of a preset size n n × . Then for each of the resulting patches, termed the original ones hereafter, r most similar patches are taken, each of which best matches this original using Euclidean distance metric within a p q × neighboring area. Next, as reflected in Fig. 3 , the original and its similar patches are transformed into column vectors via lexicographic ordering, and a new overall vector is constructed collapsing these vectors head to tail. This process is repeated for m times, resulting in a matrix Given the training matrix, the learning dictionary can be obtained by directly applying the sparse K-SVD algorithm [35] , resulting in a nonlocal sparse K-SVD dictionary.
B. Non-local sparse K-SVD dictionary based image fusion
The non-local self-similarity property of images is herein further applied to perform image fusion. This is inspired by the work of [20] . In particular, the fusion process is implemented with the simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit (SOMP) procedure [39] , guaranteeing that different source images are sparsely decomposed into the same subset of dictionary bases. Again, the entire image fusion flowchart is shown in Fig. 2 .
The learning dictionary is built on the basis of samples constructed from non-local self-similarity patches. Similarly, patches selected for fusion (by a sliding window) are required to be extended to becoming high dimensional vectors in groups, with respect to the non-local selfsimilarity property also. There are two reasons for such extension: 1) According to the sparse representation theory, the dimension of vectors for fusion is supposed to correspond to the dimension of atoms within the sparse dictionary (the NL_SK_SVD dictionary in this work).
2) Since the atoms in the NL_SK_SVD dictionary are constructed with patches of non-local self-similarity, image blocks (i.e., vectors) for fusion are required to be extended such that their corresponding sparse representation will be of sufficient sparsity. Thus, group vectorization needs to be carried out before the SOMP stage, and an inverse group vectorization process is performed before fused image reconstruction (as highlighted in Fig. 2 ).
Without loss of generality, suppose that K source images which are of size M N × are geometrically registered. Then, following the framework of Fig. 2 1 k = , find r most similar vectors in addition to itself throughout the matrix, using the conventional Euclidean distance metric as the criterion in measuring the similarity, the smaller the distance the more similar the vectors. Then, collect these 1 r + vectors and transform them into a high dimensional vector by connecting them head to tail. This process results in an extended matrix 2 ( 1) (( 1)( 1)) . The use of this absolute-maximum rule is to combine coefficients here. This is because the fused image is expected to being represented from the most important information, instead of a certain form of averaging which may result in smoother edge or line. A fused vector is then obtained by Note that in the final fused image, any patch is in general, reconstructed by averaging with multiple patches, rather than just one patch in the previous SOMP approach [20] . Hence, more information will be integrated from those non-local patches which are similar to a certain extent, resulting in a better fusion performance.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The performance of the proposed approach for image fusion using non-local sparse K-SVD dictionary is evaluated in this section. Experimental investigation conducted involves different types of source image and is compared with three dictionary learning based image fusion schemes.
A. Experimental setup
Six pairs of source images are fused, each pair of which are captured in the same scene by different sensors. These source images are shown in Fig. 4 . In particular, Figs. 4 (1a) and (1b) are multi-focus images and the fused image is supposed to illustrate both clocks clearly. Figs. 4 (2a) and (2b) show a computed tomography (CT) and a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) image, the structures of bone and areas of soft tissue are captured respectively. Obviously, such information merging can play a significant role in successful medical diagnosis. Infrared images and visual images are often integrated to fuse information in order to enhance image details. Infrared images are shown in Figs. 4 (3a) and (4a), while optical images are shown in Figs. 4 (3b) and (4b), respectively for two different scenes. The information contained in an infrared image is complementary to that in the corresponding visual image. Also, it is a common practice to fuse remote sensing images, integrating information acquired by the aerial sensor technologies regarding an interesting object or phenomenon without making physical contact with the object. Such images can be very different, ranging from those of different spatial resolutions to different spectral resolutions. Figs. 4 (5a) and (5b) show two images obtained using different bands of a multi-spectral scanner, and Figs. 4 (6a) and (6b) show a high spatial resolution image and a hyperspectral image, respectively.
(6a) (6b) Fig. 4 Six pairs of source images.
As mentioned previously, source images are divided into patches by a sliding window, with a size of n×n. In this experimental study, the size of each patch is empirically set to 8x8 to facilitate comparison, which is commonly used in the literature. In general, it may be difficult to capture information on structures and textural features if the patch areas are too small, but computing with larger blocks will cost a long time for sparse representation and dictionary learning. However, the learning samples are built with non-local patches, involving high dimensional dictionary atoms. Summarizing these reasons, sliding windows of 8×8 are taken in performing the experimental evaluation below.
The performance of the proposed approach is compared with three other dictionary learning based image fusion schemes. These are: 1) SOMP that uses DCT dictionary (DCT) [20] , 2) SOMP that uses K-SVD learning dictionary (K-SVD) [34] , and 3) SOMP that uses Sparse K-SVD learning dictionary (SK-SVD) [35] . As mentioned previously, the dictionary for sparse representation can be divided into two categories: analytic and learning based respectively. For comparison, DCT is employed to form a mathematical model as for the analytic dictionary, and the trained dictionaries are constructed from data with the K-SVD and Sparse K-SVD algorithms.
Other parameters used in the experimentation are set as follows.
The number of training samples ( m ) for non-local sparse K-SVD dictionary is 2000, which are selected from the source images randomly; the neighbor window ( p q × ) for similar patch selection is set to 10x10; the number of most similar patchs ( r ) is 3; the size of DCT analytic dictionary is 64 x 192; the size of both K-SVD and SK-SVD dictionary is 64 x 200; the training parameters for NL_SK_SVD dictionary are: the size of the initial DCT dictionary is 256 x 200, the sparsity of target training sample representation and target atom representation are set to 20 and 10, respectively; and the total number of iterations is 10.
To ensure comprehensive and fair comparison over the fusion of grey value images, five quantitative object assessment criteria are used, including: Mutual Information ( MI ) [40] ,
, Standard Deviation ( SD ) [24] and Average Grade ( AG ). Since there is not an ideal or ground truth fusion outcome that may be utilized as reference in performing such image fusion tasks, all results are adjudged relatively in terms of their respective performance measurement values. The higher such a value, the better the corresponding fusion result.
B. Results and Discussion
To demonstrate the performance of the different image fusion schemes, fused images of each pair of source images shown in Fig. 4 are presented in Fig. 5-Fig. 10 . Quantitative evaluation measurements are compared in Table 1 , where the best results are indicated in bold. Figures 5(a) and (b) show the source images (1a) and (1b), and Figs. 5(c)-(f) illustrate the fusion results of applying SOMP, based on three trained dictionaries mentioned previously and the proposed dictionary learning approach, respectively. All four methods seem to be able to lead to an accreditable fusion result, but the quantitative assessments shown in Table 1 (regarding Fig. 5 ) indicate that the proposed scheme obtains an overall slightly better fused image. The results on medical image fusion are shown in Figs. 6 (c)-(f). Both the bone structure and the areas of soft tissue can be seen clearly in all fused images. However, the textures in the top are more prominent in (d), (e) and (f), obtained using trained dictionaries. In particular, the quantitative measurements given in Table 1 (regarding Fig. 6 ) indicate that the proposed approach achieves better results. Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Table 1 present the qualitative and quantitative results of fusing infrared images (3a) (4a) and visual images (3b) (4b) in Fig. 4 , respectively. Although the objects, e.g., person, airfield runway, can be seen clearly among all of the fused images, details are more plentiful in Fig. 7 (f) and Fig. 8 (f) obtained by proposed approach. Comparing results in Table 1 (regarding Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 ), it can also be seen that there is much more structural similarity between fused image (f) and source images. Furthermore, fused image (f) contains more information, with distribution of grey scale being more spread out so that the resolution is much higher. Table 1 (regarding Fig. 9 ) present the fusion results of multi-spectral images shown in Figs. 4 (5a) and (5b). Qualitatively, the performance of the proposed scheme is better than that of the rest, e.g., the distribution of grey scale is more spread out and the details are clearer. Quantitative comparisons shown in Table 1 (regarding Fig. 9 ) reinforce this observation as the work leads to fused image being more structurally similar to the source images and having higher resolution. The fusion results of high-spatial-resolution image ( Fig. 4 (6a) ) and hyperspectral image ( Fig. 4 (6b) ) are shown in Fig. 10 . Seen from the fused image qualitatively, detail information is more abundant and edges are much clearer in image (f) that is returned by the use of the proposed scheme. Table 1 (regarding Fig. 10 ) shows the comparative quantitative evaluation outcomes. There is much more structural similarity between fused image (f) and source images. Also, more information is integrated in fused image (f), and the distribution of grey scale is more spread out so that the resolution is much higher, showing a better fusion image as a whole. Finally, it is interesting to investigate the time cost for fusing individual images given the fixed block size of 8x8. The time consumed for fusing the images of Figs. 5-10 is presented in Table 1 . It is not surprising that the computational cost with the methods involving trained dictionaries (e.g., K-SVD, SK-SVD and NL_SK_SVD) is heavier than the use of analytic dictionary (DCT). This is because the trained dictionaries need to generate an unstructured dictionary learned from training samples before it is applied in image fusion. The proposed method costs a little more than its originals since similar patches are grouped in terms of the non-local self-similarity, both in the process of learning dictionary and at the stage of image fusion. However, significantly better performance is resulted, as reflected both from the object perception of the fused images and from the quantitative assessments. The slight extra computational is therefore, worthwhile spending.
CONCLUSION
An image fusion approach using a novel dictionary learning scheme has been proposed in this paper. The non-local self-similarity property of images is combined with sparse dictionary, resulting in an innovative trained dictionary strategy, non-local sparse K-SVD dictionary. The approach has been applied to support the implementation of image fusion. Comparative experimental studies, carried out over different types of source image, have demonstrated that better performance can be obtained than that obtainable by the state-of-the-art dictionary-based image fusion techniques.
Whilst the approach shows stronger performance than existing methods, there are a number of areas in which further development can help further strengthen its ability. In particular, computational complexity is fairly significant, especially in the processes of dictionary learning, block group vectorization and fused image reconstruction. Thus, computationally more efficient means for the formulation of non-local self-similarity of images would be desirable to support scaleup applications. Also, in the present work, once the non-local sparse K-SVD dictionary is constructed from samples, the fusion scheme is performed via patches in the source images, sequentially and independently. Hence, an investigation into accelerative strategies would be helpful, e.g., through the use of GPU's powerful floating-point arithmetic ability to speed up CPU computation. 
